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FLEXIBLE

SIMPLE

When planned with Kaba keylink, master key
systems are finally adaptable and expandable. Where up to now conventionally planned
key systems could be hardly changed or only
with great effort, in systems planned with
keylink company organisational changes no
longer present problems. Because the master
key system can be adapted to new situations.
And that with little organisational effort and
low costs, as the the lock cylinders no longer
need to be replaced.

Mechanical master key systems can be
planned faster and simpler than ever before
- this makes it easier for those responsible to
make statements or decisions about the
realisation of expansions later on. That is a
plus for planning and investment security.
Access management with Kaba keylink can
be simply controlled by a security manager
from a PC - as well as the key organisation,
i.e. the issue of new keys, if access rights have
changed or new employees join the company.

Advantages & Performance
of Kaba keylink at a glance:

• Revolutionary planning method for mechanical master key systems
• Planning based on company organisation
and access grids
• Access rights can be adapted at any time
by issuing new keys
• Changes without changing lock cylinders

• Free expansion of the master key system
within the planned structure
• Constant high security standard in all
expansion phases
• Common planning for different sites
• The highest flexibility that can be achieved
with mechanical master key systems
• Investment security and future proof
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Kaba keylink Masters
Security and Access Today
and Tomorrow

Security and access management are an important
theme in companies of all branches. Mr. Kaiser, as a
security manager, must deal daily with questions of
regulating access with constantly guaranteed security
in his company. How changes can look in companies of
various branches and how mechanical master key systems with Kaba keylink can react to new requirements,
can be seen here:

Expanding a university clinic
If Mr. Kaiser were the facility manager of a
university clinic he would now have to master
the expansion of floor. He must integrate
additional rooms into the existing access
organisation and grant access to new
employees.
Realisation with keylink:
Thanks to forward looking planning the new
rooms must merely be equipped with lock
cylinders already reserved and assign the new
colleagues individual access rights with a key.
Existing employees who need access to the
new floor are simply issued new keys. Existing
access rights can be taken along.
Result:
Mr. Kaiser succeeds in integrating the new
floor with only a few new lock cylinders and
new keys. Without keylink the effort would
have been much greater and more expensive
and the expansion may not have been
possible at all.

Change of employees at a school
If Mr. Kaiser were the director of a large
school, he would be confronted with high
personnel fluctuation and constant changes
in access rights, for example for clubs.
He must therefore be in a position to always
be able to assign access rights flexibly while
maintaining a security standard.
Realisation with keylink:
By the predefinition of the master key
system, individual access rights can be simply
assigned and the appropriate new keys
issued.
Result:
Assigning access rights for internal and
external employees with different room user
profiles is simple to achieve - Mr. Kaiser must
only issue new keys, without having to change
any cylinders at all.
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Moving a fast food restaurant
If Mr. Kaiser were the manager a fast food
restaurant chain, he would have to deploy his
personnel interchangeably in various sites
within the city - which presents new challenges when moving the main branch.
Several employees would have to change
their branch - but every employee must have
access to the branch in which he also actually
works.
Realisation with keylink:
The mechanical master key system is
planned, so that changing access rights can
be flexibly adapted at any time to current
circumstances.
Result:
Mr. Kaiser must only issue his employees new
keys with different access rights without
changing any lock cylinders.

Consolidation & system planning of public
buildings
If Mr. Kaiser were mayor, he would have the
task of consolidating several buildings of a
large parish - partly with public access or for
use by clubs and organisations. To make
matters worse, he must inform his budget
planners immediately, for which he needs a
fast solution.
Realisation with keylink:
By bundling various sites with the appropriate
access management he has enough leeway
for plan for the future. Besides that, mechanical master key systems can be planned in the
short term.
Result:
Regarding costs, Mr. Kaiser has quick clarity,
because the planning can be made quickly
based on main need groups. The exact access
authorizations can be assign flexibly at a
later time.

New construction of a company headquarters
If Mr. Kaiser were in charge of security at a
successful firm, he would be responsible that
the security and access management of the
new building grows with the company and
can be economically expanded in the long
term. And that under enormous cost pressure.
Realisation with keylink:
A master key system planned with keylink
solves the access and security questions of
the new building construction in question and
can be adapted with no problems in the
future, when it is clear how the organisation
further develops.
Result:
Is spite of the cost pressure Mr. Kaiser
remains secure and flexible with the master
key system - and the current budget situation
allowing, the system can even be expanded
with digital access components.
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Business means:
Change is on the daily
agenda

The spectrum of innovation with a company, the consequences for security and access management that result
are manifold - as the five examples above have shown:

NEW BUILDING

EMPLOYEE CHANGE

INTERNAL MOVES

EXPANSION

CONSOLIDATION OF
DEPARTMENTS

CONSOLIDATION OF
SITES

The master key system Kaba penta in connection with
Kaba keylink makes security managers like Mr. Kaiser freer
than ever before in key questions. Because the mechanical master key system at such high security standards
becomes maximally flexible for change and expansion.
Kaba keylink is the innovative and world wide unique
planning method for mechanical master key systems,
which is carried out at the planning stage by Kaba

CHANGING
RESPONSIBILITIES/
ACCESS
AUTHORISATIONS

authorised partners similar to electronic systems based
on company organisation and access grid. The predetermined structure with sufficient capacity makes keylink an
almost unlimitedly expandable system, that make flexible
access possible for a large number of doors - with little
management effort with simple key issue fitting to
current situations.
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